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Truly Inclusive Growth
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Agriculture is India’s perennial 
conundrum with successive 
governments failing to overcome 
the country’s agrarian crisis and 

prevent farmer suicides. The ever-rising 
import of oilseeds and pulses, persistently 
skewed use of fertilizers, farmers deprived 
of genetic engineered seeds of food crops 
and such other ticklish issues are all 
manifestations of policy paralysis. 

Successive finance ministers under different 
political regimes have failed to push the farm 
sector to a robust, long-term four per cent plus 
annual growth, the minimum required for society 
to have inclusive growth. For want of buoyant 
and sustained growth, agriculture’s share in gross 
domestic product (GDP) keeps shrinking despite 
its tremendous untapped potential.

The agricultural policies of the Modi 
government has kindled some hope on the 
farm front by unveiling a new crop insurance 
scheme. It has also encouraged Niti 
Aayog to suggest a package for agricultural 
renaissance. All eyes are thus now on what 
kind of road map Arun Jaitley unveils for 
short-term, medium and long-term growth 
of agriculture in February 2016. 

He can do so by restructuring existing 
schemes, recasting subsidies and by unveiling a 
few innovative ones. If he combines pragmatism 
with the quest for synergetic growth of the 
economy and society, the finance minister will 
find irresistible opportunities to unleash growth 
for all through the agricultural route. There are 
innovative and realistic ideas to get going. 

Consider first the farm challenges that 
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Niti Aayog has encapsulated in an occasional 
paper, ‘Raising Agricultural Productivity and 
Making Farming Remunerative for Farmers’ on 
December 18, 2015. It is based on the work of 
the Task Force on Agricultural Development 
(TFAD) constituted by Niti Aayog in March 
2015. The TFAD has either not yet submitted 
or made public its report but the paper has 
underscored the urgency to meet the challenges 
faced by agriculture head on. 

The sector has grown at just 1.7 per cent per 
annum in the first three years of the 12th Plan, 
as compared to four per cent in the 11th Plan 
and about three per cent in the 10th Plan. The 
paper focuses on five major issues: agricultural 
productivity, remunerative prices for farmers, 
land policy, agrarian distress and eastern states 
that have lagged behind the rest of the country in 

 “We must not lose sight of the fact 
that relief to farmers will remain 
incomplete without the creation of 
job opportunities for them in non-
agricultural sectors. With industry 
and services able to grow much 
faster than agriculture – the fastest 
that agriculture has grown over a 
continuous 10-year period in the 
post-Independence era is 4.7 per 
cent during the 1980s – the share 
of agriculture in the GDP will 
continue to decline. Already, this 
share is down to approximately 15 
per cent while it supports 49 per 
cent of the workforce. In order that 
today’s farmer families can share 
in the faster growth occurring in 
industry and services, it is essential 
that some of them be able to find 
good jobs in these sectors.” 

 –  NITI AAYOG PAPER
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farming. It has listed a slew of initiatives to resolve 
each of these five issues but also observed that 
these initiatives alone cannot ameliorate the lot of 
farmers. The government would have to do some 
additional work too. 

While India’s area under cultivation has virtually 
stagnated, the absolute number of persons 
engaged in farming has increased. The latest 
available census data compiled by the Registrar 
General of India shows that the total number of 
agricultural workers (cultivators and agricultural 
labourers) increased from 234.1 million (127.3 
million cultivators and 106.8 million agricultural 
labourers) in 2001 to 263.1 million (118.8 
million cultivators and 144.3 million agricultural 
labourers) in 2011.

Faced with competing demands for funds 
from all stakeholders, the finance minister must 
constantly keep in mind that he would be killing 
not one or two birds but many birds with one stone; 
the stone being enhanced outlay on agriculture and 
its judicious allocation among all segments.

The first obvious benefit accruing from a credible 
budgetary focus on agriculture would be increased 
farm production and the resultant higher income 
for both growers and farm workers. The minister 
should prepare a package to pave the way for a 
minimum, sustained annual four per cent increase in 
the agricultural GDP on the one hand and facilitate 
enhanced and diversified supply of farm produce 
on the other. This would reign in food inflation, 
thereby keeping all consumers in good humour.

The increase in farm productivity and 
moderation of food prices would help the 
government strengthen national food security. It 
would also create a favourable ecosystem to cope 
with issues emanating from the World Trade 
Organization’s recent agreement on agriculture, 
referred to as the Nairobi Package. Agricultural 
buoyancy can also give a leg-up to the ‘Make in 
India’ initiative as higher farm income will enable 
farmers to buy manufactured goods of all types; 
from soap to SUVs. The prospects for farm-pulled 
growth appear brighter when one reckons that a 
buoyant agriculture sector serves as the platform 
for progress of both agri-input industries and agro-
processing industries. 

On the fiscal front, the finance minister should 
consider speeding up direct benefits transfer (DBT) 
to farmers under all schemes and extend it fertilizer 
subsidy too. He might like to refer to the progress 
in implementation of DBT under Bringing Green 
revolution to Eastern India (BGREI) scheme for 
which a relevant order was issued in July 2015. DBT 
is applicable to providing such assets to farmers 
as farm implements, irrigation infrastructure, 
marketing support components and any activity 
in the nature of acquiring assets at specific sites. 
The centre had also advised the eastern states to 
consider bringing other components of the scheme 
under DBT cover.

Apart from extending the reach of the DBT 
innovation to other farm subsidies, the budget 
should provide for the launch of a scheme for 
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The Niti Paper on GM technologies
“The Supreme Court decision to implement a 
moratorium on field trials for 10 years on all 
GM research has had a chilling effect on the 
study of biotechnology. This too needs to be 
rectified.”

“Objections to GM technologies are based 
on the twin fears that they may harm humans 
consuming the resulting produce and they 
may have adverse effects on biodiversity. But 
no compelling evidence supporting either 
of these fears has emerged more than two 
decades after the original introduction of GM 
foods in 1994. On the contrary, GM technology 
has proven useful in curtailing the use of 
pesticide and insecticide in combating pests 
and diseases.”

“In the Indian context, it also offers 
the prospects of making crops tolerant to 
drought, salinity and other abiotic stresses. 
The fortification of grains and edible oils 
with vitamin A and modified fatty acid profile 
are some examples of upstream benefits to 
consumers. The United States has reaped 
these benefits for at least one and half 
decades. Recently, even India has been 
importing and consuming canola oil made 
from GM rapeseed with no adverse health 
effects reported to date.”

Prospects for farm pulled 
growth seem brighter if one 
reckons that a buoyant agri 
sector serves as a platform 
for progress of agri input and 
agri processing industries  
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promotion of composite farming and marketing. 
The scheme should encourage farmers to 
supplement their crop income with livestock and 
allied activities and food processing. The centre 
should financially support the state milk co-
operative federations (SMCFs) to transform their 
milk collection vans into multi-utility ones. The 
vehicle should be redesigned for transporting eggs, 
honey, fruits and vegetables to retail outlets. 

The rationale for the suggested scheme is that the 
cost and gestation would be far less than required 
for creating a parallel marketing and logistics chains 
for poultry and other farm produce. The scheme 
could later be extended to cottage cheese, pickles 

and sweets for which recipes and food safety norms 
could be standardized. Relevant skills could be 
taught to members of farmer producers companies 
(FPCs) or local co-operatives through Skill India 
and Digital India initiatives. The budget should 
provide for agricultural and rural outlays under 
the twin initiatives to make optimum use of Bharat 
Broadband network.

Mother Dairy’s Safal vegetable and fruits 
marketing could also be replicated by state level 
marketing co-operatives. Similarly, the Punjab State 
Cooperative Supply and Marketing Federation’s 
(Markfed’s) success story, Sohna Sarson Ka Saag, 
can to be emulated for other vegetables such as 
dried onions from Nasik, litchees from Bihar and 
other such processed food. Agra’s petha, Hansi’s 
and Mathura’s pedas, Bengal’s rosogolla and other 
similar products can be produced by the FPCs and 
marketed through co-operatives. The Bihar State 
Milk Co-operative Federation Ltd (Comfed) has 
tried marketing sweets under the brand ‘Sudha’, 
produced by contracted entities in cities.

The budget should also unveil a scheme that 
encourages marketing co-operatives and private 
marketing giants such as ITC, Hindustan Unilever 
and such corporations to enter into contract farming 
and value-addition with FPCs. Arun Jaitley should 
consider earmarking part of Stand-up India and 
Start-up India budgets for promoting the FPCs. 

Besides, it is high time that the finance minister 
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A working paper titled ‘Understanding India’s 
Food Inflation: The Role of Demand and 
Supply Factors’ released by the International 
Monetary Fund in January 2016 provides 
irrefutable rationale for catalyzing agricultural 
production.“In the absence of a stronger 
food supply growth response, relative food 
inflation can contribute about 1¼ percentage 
points to headline inflation annually. Indian 
food inflation is likely to exceed non-food 
inflation by 2½–3 percentage points per 
year, assuming private consumption growth 
picks up to seven per cent per year and food 
supply grows at historic rates. Therefore, the 
sustainability of a long-term inflation target 
of four per cent, under the recently adopted 
flexible inflation targeting framework, 
will depend on enhancing food supply, 
agricultural market-based pricing, and 
reducing price distortions.”
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Crop pricing and marketing reforms
The government has started a debate on minimum 
support prices (MSP) without indicating whether it will 
honour the BJP’s Lok Sabha poll promise to ensure 
a “minimum of 50 per cent profits over the cost of 
production” of crops. Nor has it indicated if and when 
it will accept the recommendations of two committees 
set up by the UPA to revisit the computation of MSP 
and the terms of trade (ToT) between agriculture and 
rest of the economy. 

Unfavourable ToT implies that farmers are 
not getting reasonable returns for their produce 
and necessitates suitable price and market 
interventions by the government. The finance 
minister might like to shed light on this issue in his 
budget speech for 2016-17.

The BJP-led NDA lapped up the 50 per cent profit 
idea – originally recommended by the National 
Commission on Farmers headed by Prof. M.S. 
Swaminathan, renowned agricultural scientist-
cum-policy maker – after the UPA government 
declined to implement it.

In its mid-year economic analysis (MYEA) 2015-
16, the finance ministry has referred to certain 
recommendations made by an experts’ committee, 
set up by the UPA in April 2013, on reviewing the 
methodology for MSP computation. The NDA has 
not yet made public the report submitted in March 
2015 by the committee under the chairmanship of 
farm economist, Ramesh Chand, currently member 
of Niti Aayog. 

The recently released MYEA (Mid-Year Economic 
Analysis) says: “The committee has suggested changes 

in methodology on sample design and coverage, 
computation of interest and rental value, inclusion 
of post-harvest costs, marketing and transportation 
for inclusion in the cost of cultivation to fix the MSP 
by CACP. … However, it is important that the cost of 
cultivation should reflect the ‘social’ costs of production 
along with estimates of ‘private’ costs of production”.

Social costs can be assessed using the method 
of Natural Resource Valuation (NRV) of cultivation 
of each specific crop. Net returns based on NRV 
need to be accounted for while fixing MSP of 
crops to indicate the actual costs and benefits 
to the natural resource system and to incentivize 
farmers to cultivate environment-friendly crops for 
sustainable agriculture. A Niti Aayog occasional 
paper,‘Raising Agricultural Productivity and Making 
Farming Remunerative for Farmers’, has also 
referred to a recommendation made by Ramesh 
Chand Committee without naming it. 

The paper says: “There is a need for reorientation 
of price policy if it is to serve the basic goal of 
remunerative prices for farmers. This goal cannot be 
achieved through procurement backed MSP since it 
is neither feasible nor desirable for the government 
to buy each commodity in each market in all regions. 
One possible way to keep a check on prices falling 
below threshold level is to adopt system of ‘Price 
Deficiency Payment’. While MSP may still be used 
for need-based procurement, the remainder of the 
produce may be covered under ‘price deficiency 
payment’. This approach would help prevent 
unwanted stocks and spread price incentives to 
producers in all the regions and all crops.  

bites the fertilizer reforms bullet. The fertilizer 
subsidy should be restructured to ensure balanced 
use of all major and micro nutrients. The easiest 
way to do this is to extend nutrient-based subsidy 
to all nutrients. As regards medium to long-term 
investments in agriculture, he should provide for 
massive outlay on inter-linking of rivers, canals 
and reservoirs and setting up of new multi-purpose 
hydro electric projects. 

This initiative must be in addition to existing 
schemes for minor irrigation schemes envisaging 
water harvesting and use efficiency through 
watersheds, drip irrigation and such others. The 
tardy progress in capture and storage of rain water 
through multi-purpose projects has resulted 
in alarming decline in ground water, which is 
primarily tapped for irrigation.

A recent report of the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee (PSC) on “Review of Ground Water 
Scenario, need for a comprehensive policy and 
measures to address problems in the country 
with particular reference to (i) Dark blocks (areas 
where ground water is over-exploited); and (ii) 
Contamination of underground water by certain 
industries” is noteworthy. 

It says: “Over the last four decades, around 84 per 
cent of the total addition to the net irrigated area has 
come from ground water. India is by far the largest 
and fastest growing consumer of ground water 
in the world. But ground water is being exploited 
beyond sustainable levels and with an  estimated 30 
million ground water structures in play, India may 
be hurtling towards a serious crisis of ground water 
over-extraction and quality deterioration situation”.
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The paper has called for a “paradigm shift from 
price centric direct intervention to non-price policy 
instruments”. It explains: “The aim should be to 
create enabling market environment for produce 
for higher price realization for farmers. Many of 
the steps necessary to achieve this are related to 
the reform of the Agricultural Produce Marketing 
Committees (APMC) Acts in the states”. 

The ambit of backlog of APMC reforms as well 
as new marketing initiatives will become clear 
when the government makes public the report of a 
group of experts constituted in January 2015 under 
the chairmanship of Ashok Gulati, well-known 
economist. The group was asked to suggest an 
action plan for implementation of market reforms 
mooted by the committee of state ministers in-
charge of agricultural marketing in 2013. 

The government also has to take a stand on 
the report of Working Group (WG) on review of 
methodology for computation of ToT between 
agriculture and other sectors of the economy. The 
agriculture ministry made public the executive 
summary of WG report public in February 2015. 
The group, headed by Prof. S. Mahendra Dev, has 
recommended a new methodology.

The report says: “The Working Group has 
undertaken a detailed exercise to examine the 
existing methodologies and sorted out few of 
the inconsistencies in them, updated the whole 
exercise to a recent and representative base, 
identified many more items that are traded between 
agriculture and non-agriculture, selected the 
appropriate and representative prices and improved 

the weighting diagrams. The index of terms of trade 
so calculated reflects the reality of improving terms 
of trade in the last decade. The new methodology 
can serve as a guide to calculation of terms of trade 
indices on annual basis for price policy formulation 
and related interventions of the government”.

Whatever the decision of the government on 
providing a fair deal to the farmers by ensuring 
remunerative prices for farm produce, the fact 
remains that MSP is the key to national food security. 
A Planning Commission-sponsored study, ‘Extension 

of MSP: Fiscal and Welfare Implications’, published 
in October 2007, said: “Bringing more districts under 
MSP by opening up procurement centre in remote 
areas provides an alternate option to the farmers for 
selling their produce to the procurement agencies at 
a pre-determined price. This can ultimately reduce 
the vulnerability of farmers to the volatility of prices... 
This is all the more necessary with the rising input 
cost of cultivation”.

According to the Ministry of Water Resources, 
River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation, 
“Based on the categorization of 6,607 assessment 
units (blocks/mandals/talukas/districts/firkas) in 
the country, 1,071 units falling in 16 states and 
two union territories have been categorized as 
‘over-exploited’, where the annual ground water 
extraction exceeds the net annual ground water 
availability, i.e., stage of ground water development 
is more than 100 per cent. Significant decline in 
long term ground water level trend has also been 
observed either in pre-monsoon or post-monsoon 
or both in these assessment units”.

Allocation of funds for large to medium hydel 
projects would itself not meet the challenge of 
providing irrigation water to each and every farm. 
The Modi government needs to educate NGOs who 

oppose river-based water projects but also religion-
obsessed elements in BJP in national interest. 

The government might also like to enlighten 
activist judiciary that river-based projects 
including dams are required to prevent alarming 
environmental damage caused by over-exploitation 
of groundwater, apart from providing food security 
and jobs to the masses. Alongside, it must face the 
acid test of addressing NGOs-inspired phobia over 
genetically -modified (GM) food and thus vacate 
the policy turf in this area. 

The multi-faceted opportunity to unleash 
second green revolution and ease, if not end, the 
agrarian crisis is at doorstep of the government. 
The budget would show whether NDA has the 
courage of conviction or opts to remain hooked to 
policy paralysis that it inherited from the UPA.
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